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ABSTRACT 
In this paper a new proof, based on DZrbaSjan’s characterization of HP-spaces in a half-plane, 
of an integral inequality of Levinson of the Phragmen-Lindelbf type is presented. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [4], N. Levinson proved the following Phragmltn-Lindebf type integral 
inequality for analytic functions of exponential type in a half-plane. 
THEOREM. (N. Levinson, 1941). Let F(z), z =x+ iy be analytic in the upper 
half-plane y = Im (z) L 0, and assume that for some p, 0 cp c 00, 
M: =max ($ IF(x)lPdx, i IF(x)jPdx) isfinite. 
-m 
If for all Ort?Irr, 
lim log IF(re”)l la, 
0tr+m r 
then for all 0 I 01~ we have 
$ exp (-par sin B)JF(reie)IPdr~A4. 
* Part of the work on this paper was completed while the author was a Humboldt Awardee at the 
University of Tubingen; and part of the work was supported by the NSF Grant MCS 78-22828. 
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The main purpose of the present note is to present a new proof of Levinson’s 
inequality. In fact, we shall show below that the inequality is related to an 
interesting characterization of HP-spaces in a half-plane, due to DirbaSjan [3] 
for p=2 (see also [7] and [6]). Since this characterization does not seem to be 
as well-known as it deserves to be, we have included a discussion and a proof 
of it. 
The proof, given by Levinson, is based on Titchmarsh’s method of dividing 
out the zeros of F and applying Carleman’s formula. In the case that F is zero 
free one needs only to consider the case p = 2. We shall not follow this line of 
approach here, however, but prove the result directly for general p. 
2.SOMEPRELIMINARY RESULTS 
One of the main ingredients for the proof of Levinson’s inequality is the 
observation that a function F that satisfies the conditions of the theorem has 
the property that the function exp (i&F(z), Im (z) L 0, is contained in the space 
P(Im (z)>O). This will follow from the following theorem. 
(2.1) THEOREM. Assume that f is analytic and of exponential type and of 
finite type ~2 0 in the upper half-plane Im (z) >O. If for some p, 0 <p < 00, f 
has LP-boundary values on the real line, then for all yr 0 we have 
(2.2) +{ If(x+iy)lPdxsePTy ‘r If(x)lPdx, --oD -m 
and the analytic function f&): = exp (itz)f(z), Im (z)>O is an element of the 
space HP(Im (z) > 0). 
PROOF. We shall first prove inequality (2.2). To this end, we begin by 
showing that 
j- log+ IfWl dx is finite. 
--o 1+x2 
Let fdx)=lf(x)I if IfWl=l and let fi(x) = 1 otherwise. Then log fi(x) = 
= log+ If (x)1 implies, by Jensen’s inequalities, that 
& +; v,w)p 
?r --oD 1+x2 
dx< 1 + +r I f(x)jpdx< oo. 
--oD 
From this, using Nevanlinna’s formula (see [I], pp. 92-95), we obtain that 
for all real x and for all real y > 0 we have 
’ 
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which, by using Jensen’s inequality again, implies that 
and finally, by integrating with respect to x, we obtain (2.2) 
y[ If(x+iY)(PduceTyp ‘{ If(t)lPdt. -m 
To complete the proof we have to show that f,~N~(Irn (z)>O). From (2.2) 
it follows immediately that this is obvious if T = 0. For r> 0, we shall first show 
that for all c>O, the function f,+,(z) : = exp (i(r+ .s)z)f(z), Im (z)>O, is of 
type zero. Observe that from Nevanlinna’s formula it follows immediately that 
the indicator diagram off is contained in the interval ye r on the imaginary 
axis. Hence, h(B)~(r+e)sin 0, 0~0~ IZ, where h denotes the Phragmen- 
Lindelof indicator off. Since, for all 6> 0, 
If,+s(re’e)l = If(reie)lexp (-r(r+6).sin f3), 0585n, 
it follows readily that f,,, is of type zero for all e>O. Then (2.2) implies that 
for all y>O and for all E>O 
+i- IfT+&+ 091pd= +; If,+,(x)lpdx, 
and so, by letting e--*0, we obtain that 
;[ Ifi(x+ WP= ;[ If(x)lpdx, 
and the proof is finished. 
We shall also need the following result. 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let f be analytic in the angle 13~ I 8~ 0, with 0~ 0, - 19, <II 
and assume that for some p, O<p< 00, 
sup ( s ) f(re”)lPdr: 8,s 85 &) is finite. 
0 
Then the function 
q(0) : = $ If (reie)lPdr, e1 I 05 f?,, 
is a continuous and a logarithmically convex function of 8. 
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PROOF. For each a> 0 and z = reie, 0i 4 8r t?, we define 
(P,(Z) : = I4 a If(zOIPdt. 
Then cpO is a continuous subharmonic function of z in the angle 8, I 810,. 
From 
qa(reie) = 1 If(re”)ldt 
it follows that qr(@=lim,,, p,,(re”) is a continuous and subharmonic 
function of 8, 13~ I 85 0,. Since @ is a harmonic function it follows that v, is a 
subharmonic function that is constant on the level curves of a harmonic 
function. Hence, by a theorem of Monte1 ([5], p. 15), v, is a convex function 
of 0. Observing that for each u>O the same result holds for the function 
exp (i u/p log @f(z), we obtain that for all u>O exp (uQq?(e) is a convex 
function of 8 in 8r I 85 t$, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
3.A CHARACTERIZATION OFHP-SPACES IN A HALF-PLANE 
For O<p I co, HP(Im (z) >0) is usually defined to be the space of all 
complex valued functions f analytic for Im (z)>O that satisfy 
(3.1) jf[,: =sup (Ilf(x+i.y)II,: =( ;[ ~f(x+iy)~pdx)“~:y>o)<cQ. 
For the case p = 2, DirbaSjan introduced in [3] the space H$(Im (z,) > 0) that 
satisfy 
(3.2) llfll,*: =sup (( $ If(reie)~pdr)l’p:O<~<~)<oO, 
and showed that Hi and Hz coincide, i.e., there exist constants A, B>O 
independent of f such that A ]I f I25 ]I f 1:s B/If jZ. Some years later the same 
result was rediscovered by C. van Winter (see [7]). A proof that HP* and HP 
coincide for all 0 cp< 00 is contained in the paper [6] by Sedleckii. 
We shall now prove the following more precise version of the theorem. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let f be analytic in Im (z) >O and let Ocpc 00. Then 
f E HP(Im (z) > 0) if and only if f E HO(Im (z) > 0; and 
3llf lips Ilf 11;s llf Ilp. 
PROOF. Assume first that f E HP(Im (z)>O), O<pc 00. Then f = b-g, where b 
denotes the Blaschke product of the zeros of f, gc HP(Im (z)) and is zero 
free satisfying 1 f (x)1 = Ig(x)l a.e. on the real axis. It is well-known that 
gp”E H2(Im (z)>O) (see [2]), and so 
(g(x + iy))P” = li_ +j- b#))P’2 




From this we may conclude that 
where p(t, 19) : = (1 + t* - 2t cos O)- ‘. Hence, 
If(re’)lpd~ i% p(s, fJ)P(t, f3)~f(rt)~~‘2~f(rs)~P/ds 
implies 
(3.4) $ \f(reie)(J’drs cy y< & fit, O)dt)** I[ I.K#‘dx. 
It is easy to see that 
y[ +j m e-it = 7r(sin e/2 + cos e/2) sin 8 , o<e<n, 
and so we obtain 
$ IfVeie)IPdrs (sin $+cos $)* +r If(x)Ip&12 ‘r If(.+‘dx, --oD --o 
which shows that HP(Im (z)>O)CH$(Im (z)>O). 
Conversely, assume that fEHg(Irn (z)>O). Then, by a well-known 
argument (see also [2]) it follows that for each r>O, the LP-limits of f(re”) 
exist as 8+0 and 8+n in Im I zj > 0, i.e., fhas LP-boundary values, on the real 
axis. For each z = reie with Im 1 zI > 0, consider the disk D(z) : = {w : I w - zI s 
I cl zl }, where E > 0 is sufficiently small such that D(z) is contained in the upper 
half-plane. Then, using the fact that lf(z)lP is subharmonic we obtain that 
and so lim,,,, rlf(reie)jp =0 and limr+,, r If(reie)IP = 0. Let r be the boundary 
of the domain bounded by the curves 0= 0,) 0= e,, r=rl, r=r, with 
0 < 8r < 8< 0, < II and 0 < rl < r,. Then, by Cauchy’s formula, 
f(z) = 1 j f(Ndw 
2nir W-Z ’ 
and by taking limits we obtain that 
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i.e., f is the Poisson integral of its LP-boundary values. Hence, by a well- 
known result (see [2]) we have f E Hp. 
Finally, observe that Theorem 2.3 implies that the function 
( 7 1 f(reie)lpdr)l’P of 0, 
-m 
0~ 0< II, is log. convex, and so is bounded, for each 0 < t?< K, by 
( 3 1 f(x)IUx)‘“-O)‘nP( j 1 f(x)Ipdx)O’“P I ( +I” 1 f (x)IPdx)“? 
0 --o -cm 
Hence, Uf 11;’ IIf llP and the other half of the norm inequality is trivial. This 
completes the proof. 
REMARK. By means of a conformal mapping argument the following charac- 
terization of HP for the unit disk follows from DirbaSjan’s result. Denote by 
r,( - 00 <A < 03) the family of the arcs of the circles x2 + 0, - A)2 = A2 + 1 that 
are contained in the unit disk. Then f E HP in the unit disk if and only if 
sup ( j If(z)lPldzl: -oo<1<w)<oo. 
r, 
4.LEVINSON'STHEOREM 
We shall now prove the following version of Levinson’s theorem. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let F(z), z =x+ iy, be analytic in the upper half-plane 
Im (z) 10, and assume that for some p, 0 up < m, 
M: =max ((‘j IF(x)lpdx)“p, ( i IF(x)lPdx)“P) is finite. 
--m 
If for all 0 < 8 < R, 
i& log Imeie~I<a<oo 
I+- r - ’ 
then exp (iaz)F(z) E HP(Im (z) > 0) and the function 
@(I$)) : = ( 7 IF(reie)Ip exp( - arpsin 8)dr)1’p, 
0 
Oc 8c R is a continuous and log. convex and bounded by M. 
PROOF. From Theorem 2.1 it follows that exp (iaz)F(z) E HP(Im (z)>O). 
Then by Theorem 3.3 it also follows that it belongs to H$(Im (z)>O) and that 
Q(0) has the required properties; and the proof is complete. 
REMARK. Theorem 4.1 implies that, if f is entire and of exp. type r and f is 
in the Paley-Wiener class, i.e., for some p, 11~12, we have 
;< If(x)lpdx< a, 
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then for all 01812n, exp( - rrlsin Ol)lf(reie)l is in LP(O, 00) as a function of 
r and its LP-norm as a function of 0 is continuous and log. convex and it is 
bounded. For p = 2, it is bounded by 
wherepis the Fourier transform off. 
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